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FAXI MOTO RELEASES DEBUT SINGLE “UNDERWATER” JANUARY 24th  

Available for Pre-Listening at bit.ly/faximoto 

 
(BOSTON) - Faxi Moto is a newly conceived indie rock band composed of students from 
Northeastern University and Boston College. Founded in September of 2019, the group has 
already made a name for themselves by producing and promoting their own DIY house shows 
where they have been able to consistently sell out of 100 tickets as a headlining act (Footage 
available at bit.ly/ModSetsLive). After developing their setlist of original music through and 
building their fanbase through gigging, Faxi Moto is preparing to release their debut single, 
“Underwater”, on January 24th.  

 
The inspiration for “Underwater” came through 

experiences had by lyricist Anne Marie Green at 

Boston College. The lyrics describe how students can 

project a fake persona in order to conform with a 

group. Water is used as a metaphor, as people can hide 

their true self beneath the waves. While conformity 

and social pressures are a universal experience, the 

band members felt that this was an important topic to 

discuss because of the homogeneous environment of 

Boston College.  

“Underwater” starts slowly with a clean, quiet guitar 

riff underneath passionate vocals. The energy ebbs and 

flows through incorporation of fiery guitar leads and 

drums before embracing its indie rock heritage and exploding into a head banging chorus carried 

by overdriven electric guitars and accented by tasteful synthesizer riffs. “Underwater” exits as 

mellow as it entered, leaving listeners time to reflect on their relationship with the lyrics and 

message of the song.  

“The song is a ride of emotion as surface tension builds up and finally breaks,”  lyricist and 

guitarist Kyle Maldjian explains. “It demonstrates just how sweet of a release it is to take off the 
mask, express true feelings and to relax within the honest, unguarded depths.” 

“Underwater” is available on all streaming platforms on January 24th and is available for pre-

listening at bit.ly/faximoto. Full press kit available at faximotomusic.wixsite.com/presskit. 
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